POST-COVID OPPORTUNITY SCAN

Wins

• Accessibility of administrators. Throughout COVID decision makers have been more accessible and reachable. This has made our campus more agile and responses to the needs of our campus community
• Online events have been more accessible for students with children and has given them more opportunities to engage
• Openness to new ideas, the culture of East Bay is very much “maintain the status quo.” during the pandemic there has been a greater willingness to be innovative and try new ideas
• More access to online forms have been helpful
• Tele-commuting has worked for folx with young kids at home

Ideas

• Option for working remotely/tele-commuting on a weekly/regular basis for staff and faculty
• Identifying ways to host events online and in-person simultaneously as part of CSUEB practice
• Keeping all forms for AP and Purchasing online and accepting E-signatures
• Continue the culture of forward-thinking and encourage out-of-the-box ideas consistently
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